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How Ukraine’s Leaders Are Responding to Russian Threat
Michael Schwirtz - The New York Times
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KYIV, Ukraine — Russia’s military buildup on the Ukrainian border is easy to see.
Satellite images show ever-growing patches of snow-covered tanks expanding along
the frontier, and a stream of Russian TikTok posts records the steady westerly crawl
of trains carrying missile launchers, armor and troops.

And yet despite the buildup — and even with the United States warning that an attack
could come imminently, and NATO forces on alert — Ukraine’s leadership is playing
down the Russian threat.

Tyler Hicks/The New York Times A Ukrainian soldier at a front-line position in
Avdiivka on Sunday.
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That posture has left analysts guessing about the leadership’s motivation, with some
saying it is to keep the Ukrainian markets stable, prevent panic and avoid provoking
Moscow, while others attribute it to the country’s uneasy acceptance that conflict with
Russia is part of Ukraine’s daily existence.

On Tuesday, Russia announced a flurry of military drills, from the Pacific Ocean to
its western flank around Ukraine, a demonstration of the vast reach of its forces. And,
wary of the threat that Russia could turn off fuel sales to Europe in the depths of
winter, the Biden administration is making plans for gas and crude oil suppliers from
the Middle East, North Africa and Asia to bolster supplies to Europe in coming weeks.

But as the Kremlin and the West square off, Ukrainian officials are projecting an air
of calm. Already this week, Ukraine’s defense minister has asserted that there had
been no change in the Russian forces compared with a buildup in the spring; the head
of the national security council accused some Western countries and news media
outlets of overstating the danger for geopolitical purposes; and a Foreign Ministry
spokesman took a swipe at the United States and Britain for pulling the families of
diplomats from their embassies in Kyiv, saying they had acted prematurely.

Doug Mills/The New York Times President Biden speaking by phone with Mr.
Zelensky in December.

The U.S. has put troops on “high alert” in a shift as it braces for possible Russian
military action in Ukraine.

This week’s proclamations came after an address to the nation last week by Ukraine’s
president, Volodymyr Zelensky, in which he asked, “What’s new? Isn’t this the reality
for eight years?” On Tuesday evening, Mr. Zelensky weighed in on the embassy
withdrawals, insisting in a Facebook post that this “did not mean escalation is
inevitable.”

How to interpret the threat from Russian troops and equipment massed at Ukraine’s
border is a subject of intense debate. Ukraine’s own military intelligence service now
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says there are at least 127,000 troops on the border, significantly more than were
deployed by Russia in the spring buildup.

That number does not yet include the troops and equipment arriving now in
neighboring Belarus, a Russian ally, ahead of military exercises next month. The
United States says those drills could be used as a pretext to place forces within
striking distance of Ukraine’s capital, Kyiv.

Even so, in an interview on Monday with the Ukrainian television station ICTV,
Ukraine’s defense minister, Oleksii Reznikov, seemed to wonder what all the fuss was
about.

“Today, at this very moment, not a single strike group of the Russian armed forces
has been established, which attests to the fact that tomorrow they are not going to
invade,” Mr. Reznikov said. “That is why I ask you to not spread panic.”

There are different reasons for the disconnect in messaging between Ukrainian
officials and their American counterparts, analysts say. Mr. Zelensky must be deft in
crafting a message that keeps Western aid flowing, does not provoke Russia and
reassures the Ukrainian people.

And after eight years of war with Russia, experts say, Ukrainians simply calculate the
threat differently than their Western allies. In 2014, Russian commando units seized
the Crimean Peninsula and Russian-backed separatists tried to claw away two
eastern Ukrainian provinces. Troops are dug into trenches on both sides of a
so-called line of contact that frequently crackles and pops with small-arms and
mortar fire. More than 13,000 people have been killed in the conflict.

Brendan Hoffman for The New York Times Ukrainian soldiers inside a bunker near
the front line on Monday in Popasna, Ukraine.

“We understand the plans and intentions of Russia; for us crying out from fear is not
necessary,” Oleksii Danilov, the head of Ukraine’s national security and defense
council, said in an interview with the BBC published Monday.



Mr. Danilov and others in the Ukrainian government argue that sowing panic and
disarray within Ukrainian society is as much a part of the Russian strategy as any
eventual military action. So showing fear, even if there is a basis for it, is only
handing their enemies a victory before a single shot is fired.

“The No. 1 task of Russia is the shattering of the internal situation in our country,”
Mr. Danilov said. “And today, unfortunately, they are doing this successfully. Our
task is to do our jobs in a calm and balanced environment.”

The United States has its own reasons for the way it has called out the Kremlin of late.
Washington has to send a strong message both to Moscow and to allies in
Europe, like Germany, who might be more hesitant to take a robust stance against
Russia, said Maria Zolkina, a political analyst with the Democratic Initiatives
Foundation, a Kyiv-based think tank.

But there is a risk that Washington’s messaging, which includes putting 8,500 troops
on “high alert” for possible deployment to NATO’s eastern frontier, could provoke
the Kremlin further, or at least be used to justify a more aggressive posture. On
Tuesday, Dmitri S. Peskov, the Kremlin’s spokesman, said Moscow was watching
NATO troop movements “with profound concern.”

Since taking office three years ago, Mr. Zelensky has adopted a light touch in dealing
with Moscow. That seemed to pay some dividends earlier in his tenure, Ms. Zolkina
said, but faced with this new crisis such an approach can appear weak.

“Now when there is a real scenario in which Russia might invade Ukraine or carry
out some kind of hybrid attack on Ukraine, this kind of handling is a losing strategy
for Ukraine,” she said.

“The West is carrying out negotiations that don’t involve us.”
Not everyone in the country agrees with the current government’s approach. Last
weekend, the leaders of Ukraine’s varied and often raucous political opposition
pressed Mr. Zelensky to set aside calls for calm and prepare the country for war.

A collection of Parliament members from different parties, as well as the former
president, prime minister and foreign minister, signed a communiqué calling on Mr.
Zelensky to mobilize Ukraine’s forces to confront “the deadly threat from Russia that
is looming over Ukraine.”

“He believes that if he scares the Ukrainian people, his approval rating will go down,”
Arseniy P. Yatsenyuk, who was Ukraine’s prime minister when the war broke out in
2014, said of Mr. Zelensky.

“If Russia starts its invasion, we have to forget about politics and the approval rating
in this country because I’m not sure we will have a chance to have our next
parliamentary or presidential elections.”

Ukrainians are preparing themselves, even if signs of all-out mobilization are not
entirely visible. Across the country, thousands of people have signed up to learn
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combat skills in classes put on by the Ukrainian government and private paramilitary
groups. The goal is to create a force of civilian defenders who can carry on an
insurgency should the main force of the Ukrainian military be decimated in a Russian
attack.

In the city of Chernihiv — about a two-hour drive due north of Kyiv and directly
within the path of any Russian advance on the capital — some residents expressed
hope that the government would do more to prepare the country for a possible attack.

“The president and his administration see absolutely no threat,” said Lyudmila
Sliusarenko, a 73-year-old retired teacher. “So anything that can be done to stop
Putin will have to come from the West.”

“But,” she added, “if there is an attack, the whole people will stand as one.”

ISIS fighters reportedly surrender after using 700 boys as human shields during a
battle at a prison in Syria
Matthew Loh & Jake Epstein (mloh@businessinsider.com) - Business Insider
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ISIS fighters stormed a prison and used 700 boys as human shields, according to
multiple reports.

Many of the boys were brought over to Syria by their parents, including 150 non-Arab
foreigners.

A US-backed militia said on Wednesday it captured the prison in Syria after days of
fighting.

Islamic State fighters who attacked a prison in Syria and used 700 boys detained in
the facility as human shields have surrendered, a US-backed militia announced on
Wednesday.
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"The Peoples' Hammer Operation has culminated with our entire control of the
al-Sina'a prison in al-Hasaka and the surrendering of all [Islamic State] terrorists," a
spokesperson for the Syrian Democratic Forces militia wrote on Twitter.

A video posted by the spokesperson to Twitter appeared to show Islamic State fighters
lined up outside the prison after surrendering to the Kurdish-led militia.

On Thursday, Islamic State fighters attacked and took control of part of the prison in
northeast Syria — using hundreds of boys detained at the facility as human shields,
the New York Times reported.

What followed was nearly a week of fighting between the Islamic State and the SDF.
American ground troops engaged with ISIS on Monday after the US launched
airstrikes to aid the SDF in fighting to recover the complex, the Times reported.

The SDF said on the same day that they retook of one of the prison's three buildings
and that 300 Islamic State fighters had surrendered, the Times said.

But they also said that the remaining ISIS forces took around 700 boys and teenagers
hostage after moving into their dormitory, the Guardian reported.

Leaders of the militia reported multiple deaths and injuries among the children as the
boys were caught in the crossfire, according to the Guardian.

Many of the children were brought to Syria when their parents moved there to join
ISIS and have yet to be repatriated to their home countries. According to the Times,
some of those detained are as young as 12, and the group includes 150 non-Arab
foreigners.

SDF leadership said it held the ISIS fighters inside the prison responsible for the
safety of the children, the Times reported.

In a press release on Monday, UK-based nonprofit Save the Children said it
had received audio recordings from the boys, including one boy pleading for help.

"Save the Children cannot independently confirm these claims, but ISIS-affiliated
fighters have used children as human shields in previous years," the statement read.

"All those involved in the fighting at Guweiran prison have a responsibility to protect
these children from harm," Sonia Khush, Save the Children's Syria Response
Director, said in a statement released by the nonprofit.

"And we urge them to take all possible steps immediately to ensure that these children
can leave in safety."

Meanwhile, the Telegraph reported that it obtained voice notes from an Australian
teen begging for help. The teen told the outlet that he'd been wounded in a helicopter
strike.
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"I've seen a lot of bodies of kids, eight years, 10 years, 12 years. My friends got killed
here. I'm by myself, I'm very scared, there's a lot of people dead, a lot of people
injured," he said, according to the Telegraph.

Human Rights Watch also said it had heard a recording of a teen saying he had seen
bodies lying around the prison, the Times reported.

Save the Children's Khush pinned partial responsibility for the boys' safety on foreign
governments, accusing them of thinking they could "simply abandon their child
nationals in Syria."

"Risk of death or injury is directly linked to these governments' refusal to take them
home," she said.

"All foreign children must be repatriated — with their families — without any further
delay. The international community cannot have the blood of any of these children on
their hands," added Khush.

China Annoyed As U.S. Diplomats Seek COVID Evacuation From 'Safest Country'
John Feng - Newsweek
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China has aired grievances with the United States following reports that Washington
is considering an evacuation of American diplomats and their families because of the
country's strict public health measures.

A Reuters report said around one-quarter of U.S. embassy and consular staff would
choose to leave "as soon as possible," amid concerns that Chinese health authorities
could mandate hospital isolation and separate parents from children as part of a
zero-tolerance COVID-19 policy.

https://www.newsweek.com/topic/china


The U.S. government has failed to exempt American officials from the "intrusive
pandemic control measures," sources told the news agency.

China's Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian told reporters in Beijing on
Wednesday that the country's public health measures were rigorous and scientific,
and its policies effective.

"They also protect foreign nationals in China," he said, adding that the measures
"take into account the comfort and legitimate rights and interests of diplomatic and
consular personnel.

"China is currently without doubt the safest country in the world. Evacuating from the
safest place will only greatly increase the risk of infection among U.S. personnel," he
said. "The logic behind the U.S.'s decision-making is incomprehensible and difficult
to justify."

Zhao said Beijing had expressed its "serious concern and dissatisfaction" over the
proposal to Washington, asking it to "carefully consider" whether or not to authorize
the evacuation of American diplomats and their family members.

China's Global Times, a state-run newspaper, suggested the move was a deliberate
attempt to undermine the country's strict but successful COVID policy. A headline on
Wednesday called it a "dirty trick."

The U.S. has an embassy in Beijing and consulates in Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Shenyang and Wuhan. According to Reuters, American diplomats are willing to
accept home quarantine as a baseline requirement, but believe admission to medical
facilities should be voluntary.

An internal survey conducted by the U.S. Embassy found 25 percent of staff and their
families would choose to "leave China as soon as possible," said the agency's report.
A request for formal approval of the proposal was reportedly sent to the State
Department on Monday.

A department spokesperson told Newsweek on Wednesday: "The operating status at
our mission in the [People's Republic of China] has not changed. Any change in
operating status of this nature would be predicated solely on the health, safety, and
security of our colleagues and their family members."

Despite recent clusters of Delta and Omicron cases in China, the country's total
numbers for COVID infections and deaths are far lower than those recorded in the
U.S. In Beijing, however, concerns remain over the spread of both variants just nine
days before the Winter Olympics are set to open on February 4.

A number of residential neighborhoods are under lockdown in the Chinese capital,
where new infections in the single or low double figures have been reported every day
this week.
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On Wednesday, districts in the city began their third round of mass testing in the past
month, straining the patience of several million residents.

Before the new year, a public messaging campaign urged Chinese citizens not to
leave the country during the upcoming Lunar New Year holiday in order to reduce the
risk of infection. China's "zero-COVID" strategy is expected to last until the end of
the year.

The US Navy is going to fish a wrecked F-35 out of the South China Sea. Here's
how it's likely to get its stealth jet back.
Julie Coleman (jcoleman@insider.com) - Business Insider

US Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Megan Alexander An
F-35C Lightning II, assigned to the “Argonauts” of Strike Fighter Squadron (VFA)
147, recovers on the flight deck of Nimitz-class aircraft carrier USS Carl Vinson
(CVN 70). US Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Megan

Alexander

An F-35C stealth fighter crash-landed on the deck of carrier USS Carl Vinson before
falling into the South China Sea this week.

The US must now salvage the sunken aircraft to make sure that no one else gets their
hands on it.

Experts say it may take a few weeks to recover the plane.
The US Navy is working to recover an F-35C fighter — one of the US military's most
advanced jets — that crash-landed on the Navy aircraft carrier USS Carl
Vinson before falling into the South China Sea earlier this week.

The "landing mishap," as the Navy characterized the crash in an official statement,
occurred Monday during routine flight operations. The pilot ejected and was
recovered by helicopter. Seven sailors were injured in the incident, which is under
investigation.
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The US presently faces the challenge of pulling the wreckage out of the contested
waters of the South China Sea to recover US technology, as well as make sure no one
else can get their hands on the plane. "The planning efforts are ongoing for the
recovery of the F-35," a 7th Fleet spokesman told Insider.

Experts say China would almost certainly want to get a hold of the F-35, a
highly-capable fifth-generation fighter jet that has taken many years and significant
funding to research and develop.

"There's a huge opportunity for the Chinese if they were able to get a copy of an
actual F-35 to reverse engineer its features, which they can't do just based on the
intelligence gathering they've conducted," said Bryan Clark, a former US Navy
submarine warfare officer and defense expert at the Hudson Institute.

"Maybe the bigger concern is if they got a hold of an actual F-35, it would help them
to figure out how to better counter it," he continued. China is actively developing and
fielding its own fifth-generation fighters, such as the J-20, to compete with the US.

The Navy F-35C has been touted by Lockheed Martin as "the world's only long-range
stealth strike fighter designed and built explicitly for Navy carrier operations." One of
three variants, the F-35C has an extended combat radius and is capable of
catapult-assisted take-offs and arrested landings.

US Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Aaron T. Smith

Although getting their hands on an F-35 would be a major intelligence boon for
China, Clark thinks it is unlikely they would risk an altercation with the US trying to
get this one, though there is the possibility they might try if the US took too long to
salvage the plane.
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However, the Chinese military is likely to search for the plane and gather as much
intelligence as they can, Carl Schuster, a former director of operations at US Pacific
Command's Joint Intelligence Center in Hawaii, told CNN.

"China will try to locate and survey it thoroughly using submarines and one of its
deep diving submersibles," he told the outlet.

To recover the sunken F-35, the US will likely search the seafloor with survey vessels
before using ROVs — remotely operated vehicles — to attach cables to the aircraft in
order for cranes to lift it out of the water.

The operation will probably take a few weeks, Clark said, and during that time, the
US will be closely monitoring the area.

"The US has had to retrieve airplanes, weapons, and in one case, a Russian
submarine off the seafloor – so it's certainly doable," Clark said, but the recovery
mission may be made more difficult if the plane is not intact or if another country
impedes the operations in any way.

Clark speculated that there may "be a bunch of Chinese maritime militia boats in and
around you, watching you, getting in the way, maybe harassing you, making it
difficult to get the job done."

US Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Aaron T. Smith

Retired Marine Corps officer and current senior advisor for the Center for Strategic
and International Studies' International Security Program Mark Cancian told the
Navy Times that the actual process of raising the plane from the water would be
"relatively easy," as the South China Sea is not very deep.

Cancian also told the outlet he believes the plane is largely intact because it impacted
the carrier deck before falling into the water.
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"It sounds like it hit the deck hard and rolled off the edge, it didn't go into the water at
speed," he told the Navy Times. "It gets much harder if it's in a thousand pieces.

This is one of only about half a dozen F-35 crashes and only the second involving a
carrier. The previous carrier incident happened in November 2021, as Insider
previously reported. A British pilot operating off the Royal Navy flagship carrier
HMS Queen Elizabeth was forced to ditch the plane in the Mediterranean.

The wrecked F-35B took about two weeks to find and then another few weeks to pull
from the water, the British newspaper The Sun reported. Senior military leaders had
reportedly been worried Russia would find the remains if they were not properly
recovered. Russia, like China, has also been developing and fielding its own
fifth-generation fighters.

Officials told the British media outlet after the successful recovery that "there is no
danger or compromise to sensitive equipment on the aircraft."

European Mali mission faces dilemma as hostility grows
AFP

Thomas COEX

France is intensifying talks with fellow European countries over a military tie-up in
conflict-torn Mali that risks getting ensnared in a row between Paris and Bamako's
junta.

Task Force Takuba is the fruit of lengthy French efforts to coax European allies into
shouldering some of the burden of fighting jihadists in Mali, the nexus of a nearly
decade-old insurgency in the Sahel.

Launched in March 2020, it brings together special forces from European countries,
deployed under French leadership to advise Malian troops and assist them in combat.
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Recent deployments have taken Takuba's numbers to nearly 900 men -- but the
mission's future is now overshadowed by a spat between France and Mali.

Friction developed after a coup in Bamako in August 2020 toppled the country's
elected president.

It has since worsened with the junta's reported plan to deploy Russian mercenaries --
a move that France says is "incompatible" with any continued French military
presence.

France first deployed troops in northern Mali nine years ago, and later expanded the
mission to a force of more than 5,000 men with a wider mandate across the Sahel.
In the latest episode, Mali's junta on Monday demanded Denmark's recently arrived
Takuba contingent immediately withdraw, claiming it had deployed without the
country's consent.

French Defence Minister Florence Parly lashed what she called the junta's
"provocations", which came barely a week after Mali asked France to review
bilateral defence accords.

She said the Danish deployment was carried out "on a legal basis, contrary to what
the Malian junta says today".

Her Danish counterpart, Jeppe Kofod, said the group of around 100 soldiers received
a "clear invitation" from the Malian government.

"Enhanced talks" are being launched among Takuba allies about "adapting to a new
context", Parly said.

Italy's defence ministry confirmed that talks involving all of Takuba's participants
discussed "the consequences that the level of instability has reached in Mali and its
impact on operational plans".

A French source said the European allies were divided between those which refused
to work with Mali's entrenched junta and others which were anxious to prevent
Russian influence filling the void.

A military coup in Burkina Faso on Monday has added to France's problems. It is
now the third military-ruled country, after Mali and Chad, where France's Barkhane
military operation is deployed. Only Niger has an elected president.

- Barkhane scaledown -
Paris has already started reducing Barkhane's presence in northern Mali and hopes
to halve the contingent by the summer of 2023.

Central to that plan is the role of Takuba, in providing support on the ground and
sending a political signal of European solidarity.



But the angry dispute over Takuba will add to scrutiny of the strategy, with
presidential elections in France looming in April and the country holding the current
presidency of the EU.

Mounting tolls by jihadists and military takeovers make it harder for President
Emmanuel Macron to argue that the mission is effective or at least is shoring up
fragile democracies.

In 2015, jihadist raids spread into neighbouring Burkina Faso and Niger. These have
recently been followed by sporadic attacks on the northern borders of coastal
countries on the Gulf of Guinea -- Ghana, Ivory Coast and Benin.

Deadly protests greeted a Mali-bound French convoy in Burkina Faso and Niger last
year, and the government of Niger has signaled it will not host Takuba.

Banners and slogans hostile to France and favourable towards Russia were evident in
recent anti-sanctions demonstrations in Mali and during a pro-military rally in
Burkina Faso on Tuesday.

Brazen gang of thieves raid an Ulta store in crime-plagued California
Christina Coulter - Dailymail.Com

A group of bold thieves, two of whom didn't even bother covering their faces, were
caught on camera filling trash bags with cosmetics at an Ulta Beauty salon in Los
Angeles County as a security alarm blared and fed-up shoppers groaned.

'When are people gonna say enough?' an exasperated bystander can be heard saying
as the group of at least six shoplifters fled the store and piled into a white Dodge
Challenger in the parking lot of the Azalea shopping center in South Gate.

A witness to Thursday's Ulta robbery said the thieves 'knew exactly what they were
doing.'
'They went straight for the perfume and cologne. Small, easy to grab and worth about
$100 each,' she said.

California has been plagued by smash-and-grab looters during the past year, with
many blaming the soft-on-crime policies of progressive Los Angeles County DA
George Gascon.



Daily Mail A group of thieves were caught filling trash bags with cosmetics from Ulta
Beauty yesterday

Daily Mail 'When are people gonna say enough?' an exasperated bystander can be
heard saying as the group of at least six piled into a white Dodge Challenger in the

parking lot of the Azalea shopping center in South Gate



Daily Mail Shoplifting crew is seen carrying armfuls of products from the beauty
salon.

The passage of Proposition 47 in 2014 also downgraded charges of property theft of
less than $950 in value from a felony to a misdemeanor.

Non-violent property crimes under $950 have been downgraded to misdemeanors,
while two or more people conspiring to 'cheat and defraud any person or any
property, by any means which are in themselves criminal' face no more.

The robbery at the beauty salon chain come on the heels of California Governor
Gavin Newsom announcing new initiatives last week to combat the rising crime rate
after packages discarded by thieves near the Union Pacific tracks in downtown Los
Angeles made the site look 'like a third-world country.' than one year in county prison,
a fine of $10,000 or a combination of the two.

Video showed several young women loading up bags of merchandise before
scampering out of the store.
South Gate police say $4,000 to $5,000 worth of merchandise was taken.

No one was hurt in the theft, and no arrest has been made.
The location has been targeted by robbers multiple times, South Gate police.

Los Angeles Police Department Sgt. Jerretta Sandoz, who is also vice president of the
Los Angeles Police Protective League, said: 'If they're caught, they're probably given
the equivalent of a traffic ticket.

'So it’s not taken seriously.'

California's Proposition 47 - lighter sentences for thieves
Proposition 47 was passed by California voters on November 5, 2014.
It made some 'non-violent' property crimes, where the value of the stolen goods does
not exceed $950, into misdemeanors.



It also made some 'simple' drug possession offenses into misdemeanors, and allows
past convictions for these charges to be reduced to a misdemeanor by a court.

Under California law, though, if two or more person's conspire to 'cheat and defraud
any person or any property, by any means which are in themselves criminal' they can
face no more than one year in county prison, a fine of $10,000 or a combination of
the two.

Sandoz cited an incident in which an employee of a Rite Aid in Glassell Park was shot
and killed earlier this month after he tried to stop two men from stealing a case of
beer. The slain employee was identified as 36-year-old Miguel Penaloza.

According to criminal defense attorney Alexandra Kazarian, Penaloza's death shows
that store employees are fearful of confronting shoplifters who might use violence if
someone tries to stop them.

'The employees at TJ Maxx have been told that, in these specific circumstances, it’s
not worth it for you to go and physically attack, physically stop people that are
walking out with this inventory,' Kazarian told CBS Los Angeles.

'Because these businesses have insurance.'
Kazarian also disputed the notion that shoplifters who walk out with piles of goods
are not getting punished.

'People who are stealing giant, giant tote bags, giant backpacks worth of inventory
are not getting the same benefit of the people that are stealing food and clothing for
their children,' she said.

No arrests have been made in the Rite Aid shooting. The LAPD released surveillance
footage showing the alleged suspects.

'If you let these criminals think that they can go in and steal merchandise and steal
things, what happens when someone tries to stop them?' Sandoz said.

The LAPD said it is investigating the TJ Maxx incident as well.
A spokesperson for Los Angeles County District Attorney George Gascon said: 'Once
officers make an arrest or cite someone for a crime, they will present the case to our
office.



Daily Mail The Los Angeles Police Department released surveillance footage
showing the thieves in action earlier this month

'We make charging decisions accordingly. We do so based on the facts, the totality of
the circumstances, and the law.'

Gascon is one of the left-leaning leaders in California who many claim are only
allowing the crime to worsen because of new policies they say are soft on crime.

Last Monday, the La Verne City Council became the 24th to pass a ‘no confidence’
vote against Gascon for that very reason. A spokesperson for the La Verne City
Council told Fox 11 in a statement that Gascon’s policies are a ‘risk to public safety.’

A petition to recall Gascon also launched in May, which specifically cites his refusal
to seek the death penalty in any cases and his decision to drop sentence enhancements
like gang affiliation.

A spokesman for Gascón told ABC 7 that the no-confidence votes are nothing more
than a political ploy, but did not comment further.

West threatens to axe Russia pipeline over Ukraine
BBC News



Getty Images

Germany and the US have warned they could target a key Russian gas pipeline if the
country invades Ukraine.

A US state department spokesman said the Nord Stream 2 pipeline "will not move
forward" if Russia were to attack.

The controversial energy project is designed to double gas flow and runs from Russia
direct to Germany under the Baltic Sea.

It circumvents Ukraine, which relies on existing pipelines for income and is under
threat from Russian forces.

Tens of thousands of Russian troops have massed on Ukraine's borders in recent
weeks, prompting fears of an invasion - despite repeated Russian denials of any plan
to attack.

On Thursday the US rejected Russia's key demand to bar Ukraine from joining the
NATO military alliance, while offering Moscow a "serious diplomatic path forward".
President Vladimir Putin is currently assessing the proposals, his spokesman has
said.

Nord Stream 2 in focus
The 1,225km (760-mile) pipeline took five years to build and cost some $11bn (£8bn).
But as yet it has not started operating, as regulators said in November it does not
comply with German law and suspended its approval.

Speaking to broadcaster NPR, US state department spokesman Ned Price said his
country would work with Germany to ensure the project did not go ahead if Russia
invaded.

"I want to be very clear: if Russia invades Ukraine one way or another, Nord Stream
2 will not move forward," he said, but added that he was "not going to get into the
specifics" of how it would be stopped.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-60145159?xtor=AL-72-[partner]-[microsoft]-[link]-[news]-[bizdev]-[isapi]
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-59306223?xtor=AL-72-[partner]-[microsoft]-[link]-[news]-[bizdev]-[isapi]


Germany's foreign minister, Annalena Baerbock, later told the German parliament
that Western allies are "working on a strong package of sanctions" covering aspects
"including Nord Stream 2", promising serious consequences for Russia if it were to
attack.

It came after the German ambassador to the US Emily Haber tweeted that "nothing
will be off the table, including Nord Stream 2" if Russia violated "Ukraine's
sovereignty".

BBC Germany suspends approval of Russian gas pipeline

Major European businesses have invested heavily in Nord Stream 2, which is run by
former Chancellor Gerhard Schröder.

Currently the German government believes that "natural gas will continue to make a
significant contribution to energy supply in Germany over the coming decades",
saying it is "more climate-friendly compared to other fossil fuels".

But many groups object to Nord Stream 2. Environmentalists question how it will fit
in with German efforts to cut emissions and tackle man-made climate change, while
politicians at home and abroad fear it could increase Europe's dependence on
Russian energy - roughly half the EU's gas currently comes from Russia.

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky has previously described the pipeline as a
"dangerous geopolitical weapon".

https://twitter.com/GermanAmbUSA/status/1486334874244075525
https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/EN/Textsammlungen/Energy/gas.html
https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/EN/Textsammlungen/Energy/gas.html


His country is currently facing some 100,000 Russian troops stationed on its borders,
with growing fears that President Putin plans to launch an assault.

Diplomatic moves
Russia had issued a written list of its concerns about the expansion of NATO and
related security issues. Among them was a demand for NATO to rule out the
possibility of Ukraine and others ever joining the alliance.

On Thursday, the US and NATO gave Russia a formal response to its demands to
resolve the Ukraine crisis. It will not be made public, but US Secretary of State
Antony Blinken said the document made their "core principles" clear, including
Ukraine's sovereignty and its right to choose to be part of security alliances such as
NATO.

Russia's foreign minister Sergei Lavrov said the formal response does not address
Russia's "main concern" about the alliance's expansion. But he did say that it "gives
hope for the start of a serious conversation" on secondary questions, adding that
President Putin will decide how to respond.

The president's spokesman Dmitry Peskov meanwhile told reporters Russia would not
"rush into assessments", saying it would take "time to analyse" the response.

Separately, diplomats from Russia, Ukraine, France and Germany reaffirmed a
commitment to the long-standing ceasefire agreement in Ukraine, which had seen
Russia-backed rebels seize territory in the eastern Donbas region.

All four nations continue to support the ceasefire "regardless of differences on other
issues" related to the 2015 Minsk agreements, a statement published by the French
presidency said.

The Kremlin's deputy chief of staff Dmitri Kozak characterized the eight-hour talks in
Paris as "not simple", and the group is due to meet again in two weeks in Berlin.

Ukrainian foreign minister Dmytro Kuleba told reporters on Thursday that the
Russian decision to come to talks in Berlin was "good news", as it means that "Russia
for the next two weeks is likely to remain on the diplomatic track".

SpaceX rocket piece on track to collide with the moon
Li Cohen - CBS News

SpaceX is about to leave a permanent mark in space. Astronomers said this week that
a piece of a Falcon 9 rocket that was launched in February 2015 is currently on a
trajectory to collide with the moon in just a few weeks.

The rocket left from Florida's Cape Canaveral and launched NOAA's Deep Space
Climate Observatory, a project that allows researchers to maintain real-time data for
more accurate space weather alerts and forecasts. According to NOAA, having that

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-31436513?xtor=AL-72-[partner]-[microsoft]-[link]-[news]-[bizdev]-[isapi]
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data is "critical," as space weather events "have the potential to disrupt nearly every
major public infrastructure system on Earth."

During that deployment, Falcon 9's second stage, which provides it with a second
boost to reach its desired orbit, ran out of fuel to return to Earth, according to
meteorologist and Ars Technica space editor Eric Berger.

The second stage has been orbiting Earth ever since, and now, according to data
gathered by astronomers, it's on track to hit the moon.

Bill Gray, who writes the Project Pluto software that is used by both amateur and
professional astronomers, gathered data from those space observers over the past few
weeks to predict just when the impact will occur.

Based on the information he gathered, there will be a "certain impact" with the far
side of the moon on March 4, he said.

Astronomer Jonathan McDowell also confirmed the collision date, tweeting on
Tuesday, "For those asking: yes, an old Falcon 9 second stage left in high orbit in
2015 is going to hit the moon on March 4."

CBS News This shows the path of the object between January 1 and the impact on
March 4. The green circle shows the orbit of the moon; the earth is the red circle at

center. / Credit: Bill Gray/Project Pluto

https://www.projectpluto.com/temp/dscovr.htm?ftag=MSF0951a18
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-rocket-angara-a5-reentry-earth/?ftag=MSF0951a18


The rocket stage is currently floating away from Earth and outside of the moon's orbit
on a "chaotic" orbit, Gray said, but in the coming days, it's expected to turn around
and head back towards Earth.

It made a "close lunar flyby" on January 5, but March 4 is when its path and the
moon's will cross.

"If this were a rock, I'd be 100%," Gray wrote on Project Pluto about his certainty
that the second stage will hit the moon.

"But space junk can be a little tricky. ...At a guess, the above prediction may be wrong
by a few kilometers and second from the predicted time. We'll need (and I am
confident will get) more observations in early February to refine the prediction."

While the collision course is interesting, McDowell has said on Twitter that it's "not a
big deal."

"Things left in cislunar orbit are unstable," he tweeted at one person who asked if the
collision is deliberate. "[They] will eventually either hit the Moon or the Earth or get
perturbed to solar orbit."

Gray has agreed that there is no concern from a safety viewpoint. However, he said,
this is the "first unintentional case" of space junk hitting the moon that he's aware of.

Other space missions have resulted in boosters being deliberately aimed at the moon,
he said.

It's unclear if Earth-bound astronomers will be able to observe the actual collision,
Gray said.

"The bulk of the moon is in the way, and even if it were on the near side, the impact
occurs a couple of days after New Moon," he said.

But it could provide more answers about the makeup of Earth's moon if lunar orbiters
are able to observe the crash site.

"If we can tell the [lunar orbiter] folks exactly where the crater is, they'll eventually
pass over that spot and be able to see a very fresh impact crater and probably learn
something about the geology (well, selenology) of that part of the moon," Gray said.

100 bags of fentanyl found in bedroom of 13-year-old who died from overdose
ABC News

Investigators say they discovered over 100 bags of fentanyl in the bedroom of a
Connecticut teen who overdosed and died earlier this month and are seeking any
information on the person who provided the drugs.



The Hartford Police Department said Wednesday that the bags recovered from the
room matched 60 bags found at the Sports and Medical Science Academy, a magnet
school in Hartford where the unidentified 13-year-old overdosed on Jan. 13. He died
the following Saturday, police said.

"This fentanyl was packaged in the same manner as the bags located at the school,
had the same identifying stamp, and tested at an even higher purity level (60%
purity)," the Hartford police said in a statement.

Fentanyl is a Schedule II prescription drug used to treat patients suffering from
severe pain after surgery, according to the National Institute on Drug Abuse. It is 50
to 100 times more potent than morphine, according to the institute.

WABC Police recovered roughly 40 bags of fetanyl at Sports and Medical Science
Academy in Hartford, Conn. after a 13-year-old boy at the school overdosed and died

two days later on Jan. 13, 2022.

WABC Police recovered roughly 40 bags of fetanyl at Sports and Medical Science
Academy in Hartford, Conn. after a 13-year-old boy at the school overdosed and died

two days later on Jan. 13, 2022.

https://www.drugabuse.gov/drug-topics/fentanyl


The rate of drug overdose deaths involving synthetic opioids other than methadone,
such as fentanyl, increased 56%, from 11.4 per 100,000 in 2019 to 17.8 per 100,000
in 2020, according to data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Two other students at the public school were sickened after apparently being exposed
to the drug, but both recovered, investigators said.

The police said there is no evidence that anyone other than the 13-year-old brought
the drugs to the school, police said.

An "individual who has history at the residence" and narcotics history is a person of
interest but hasn't been labeled a suspect, according to the police. Investigators have
also interviewed the teen's mother, who they say has been cooperating.

"At this time, we have no evidence to support her having any prior knowledge of her
son's possession of the fentanyl," the police said in a statement.

As the US looks away from Iraq, elite US-trained operators are still battling the
remnants of ISIS
Stavros Atlamazoglou (insider@insider.com) - Business Insider

AHMAD AL-RUBAYE/AFP via Getty Images Members of Iraq's Counter-Terrorism
Service in Anbar province during a major assault to retake the city of Fallujah, May

28, 2016.

The US military has been winding down its operations in Iraq after years of battling
ISIS.

Iraqi special-operations forces are continuing that fight against the remnants of the
terrorist group.

Those Iraqi forces have been working closely with their US counterparts for nearly 20
years.

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db428.htm


At its height after sweeping across Syria and Iraq in 2014, ISIS commanded 40,000
fighters and controlled 8 million people in an area the size of Virginia.

After years of fighting, a US-led international coalition has worn down ISIS's
so-called caliphate, a campaign capped off with the killing of ISIS leader Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi in a raid by US Army special operators in 2019.

For the US, large-scale operations against ISIS have ended. There are still US troops
in Iraq and Syria under the Combined Joint Task Force-Inherent Resolve, but in
December they shifted from direct combat operations to a non-combat mission that
advises and assists Iraq's military.

The Iraqi military is still fighting remnants of the terrorist group that once wreaked
havoc in the region and even threatened to topple the Iraqi government.

Nowadays, that fight is a law-enforcement operation as much as it is a military
mission, requiring warrants and solid intelligence, but Iraqi commandos are still at
the tip of the spear, led by special-operations forces that still have a very close
relationship with the US special-operations community.

Iraq's special operators

AHMAD AL-RUBAYE/AFP via Getty Images Iraqi Counter-Terrorism Service
members advance in the Old City of Mosul, July 6, 2017.

Iraqi special-operations forces have a tiered structure, with the Iraqi Counter
Terrorism Service (CTS) headquarters on the top, followed by the Counter Terrorism
Command (CTC) at the operational level, and finally by the three Iraqi Special
Operations Forces (ISOF) brigades on the tactical level.

https://www.inherentresolve.mil/Releases/News-Releases/Article/2867285/combat-role-in-iraq-complete-invitation-from-iraq-reaffirmed-to-advise-assist-e/
https://www.inherentresolve.mil/Releases/News-Releases/Article/2867285/combat-role-in-iraq-complete-invitation-from-iraq-reaffirmed-to-advise-assist-e/
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/David-Witty-Paper_Final_Web.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/David-Witty-Paper_Final_Web.pdf


Importantly, the Iraqi special-operations forces are separate from the Ministry of
Defense and Ministry of Interior, giving them more flexibility and credibility as
independent actors.

The Iraqi military has other special-operations units, such as the Qwat Khasah, a
light infantry special-operations unit based on the US Army's 75th Ranger Regiment,
but the Iraqi Counter Terrorism Service is the national mission force reserved for the
most important missions.

When Iraqi forces began operations to recapture Mosul, Iraq's second-largest city, in
October 2016, CTS units were the first in and struck the final blows in July 2017,
after nine months of brutal fighting in which the CTS suffered 40% casualties.

AHMAD AL-RUBAYE/AFP via Getty Images Members of Iraq's Counter-Terrorism
Service celebrate with an upside-down ISIS flag in the Old City of Mosul, July 2,

2017.

The CTS has been trained, equipped, and supported by the US government. US
special-operations forces began developing official and unofficial relationships with
Iraqi troops still loyal to their government soon after the Iraq War began in 2003, a
former US Army Special Forces officer told Insider.

Before the US withdrew from Iraq in 2011, US special operators trained their Iraqi
counterparts in a variety of mission sets that the Iraqis brought to bear against ISIS
after it emerged in 2014, according to the former officer, who requested anonymity
for personal security reasons.

"In reality our fight against ISIS began even before the troop pullout" in 2011, the
former officer said.

"As with any organization, ISOF's capabilities vary by unit. The most capable are
battle-hardened and experienced. Their campaign against ISIS, and the battle of

https://news.sky.com/story/us-trained-iraqi-special-forces-strengthen-battle-for-mosul-10623884
https://warontherocks.com/2017/07/the-best-thing-america-built-in-iraq-iraqs-counter-terrorism-service-and-the-long-war-against-militancy/
https://comptroller.defense.gov/Portals/45/Documents/defbudget/fy2018/fy2018_CTEF_J-Book_Final_Embargoed.pdf


Mosul specifically, created lots of lessons-learned that should have become
institutional knowledge," the former Green Beret officer added.

Created in adversity

US Army/Staff Sgt. Jose A. Torres Jr. An Iraqi tactical attack controller, left, from the
Counter-Terrorism Services practices calling in an airstrike near Iraq's Al Asad Air
Base, October 19, 2021.

In the months following the defeat of the Iraqi military in spring 2003, US and
Coalition troops started working with Iraqi forces against what was fast becoming a
full-blown insurgency.

In November 2003, Green Berets stood up a battalion-size counter-terrorism unit with
Iraqis from varied ethnic, political, and religious backgrounds.

The rationale behind this inclusivity was to create a unit that could operate anywhere
and, more importantly, wouldn't appear aligned with a specific segment of the Iraqi
population. The new unit was able to conduct operations alongside Green Berets. It
was successful enough to merit an upgrade.

The first official Iraqi operator training course took place in Jordan the next year,
with a mix of American and Jordanian special operators as instructors. In April 2004,
it produced the first 100 official Iraqi commandos.

Shortly thereafter, these commandos merged with the battalion-sized unit to create the
first Iraqi Special Operations Force Brigade.

The unit had direct-action, counter-terrorism, intelligence-gathering, and
close-target-reconnaissance capabilities and worked closely with US special
operators.



US Army/Capt. Erick Thronson US Army medics demonstrate a rapid field trauma
assessment for members of the Iraqi Counter-Terrorism Service at a training site near

Baghdad, December 20, 2016.

US Green Berets "trained most of the ISOF, but other units helped too," though it was
not a popular mission among American commandos, the former Green Beret officer
said.

With a "never-ending" list of targets and constant pressure from above to conduct
operations against them, "staying behind and teaching Iraqis how to shoot rifles or
how to clear a room was boring for many," the former officer said.

"That changed later with ISIS because suddenly FID [foreign internal defense]
became a way for units to get a deployment in a war zone," the former officer added.

Army Green Berets are ideally suited for such missions because of the extensive
cultural and language training they receive. That enables them to recruit, train, and
advise foreign units — key components of their foreign internal defense mission.

FID allows Green Berets to be a true force-multiplier: A small operational
detachment can link up and lead hundreds if not thousands of local forces into battle.

Among the many forces that US special-operators have trained, Iraq's CTS has
distinguished itself for its bravery and effectiveness.

In 2021, it conducted 404 operations and 431 air-support operations, killed 125
militants, made 303 arrests, and destroyed 334 ISIS hideouts and caves, a spokesman
said this month.

https://www.businessinsider.com/foreign-internal-defense-us-troops-train-partners-to-fight-rivals-2022-1
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Turkey warns Russian invasion of Ukraine would 'not be a wise act'
Mychael Schnell - The Hill

The Hill

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is warning Russia that an invasion of
Ukraine would "not be a wise act" as tensions continue to boil between Moscow and
Kyiv.

"I hope that Russia will not make an armed attack or occupy Ukraine. Such a step
will not be a wise act for Russia or the region," Erdoğan told broadcaster NTV during
an interview on Wednesday, according to Reuters.

"There is a need for dialogue that will listen to Russia and eliminate their reasonable
security concerns," he added.

During the interview, Erdoğan said he invited Russian President Vladimir Putin to
travel to Turkey to take part in a diplomatic session with Ukraine to find a path to
peace, according to Reuters. The Turkish president said he is expecting to hear back
from Moscow in regards to his offer.

Such an offer for mediation was first suggested in November, according to the news
wire.

Erdoğan said comprehensive conversations are needed to discuss some security
concerns Russia has aired and to detail why some of the demands Moscow has laid
out are not reasonable, Reuters reported.

Russia has amassed more than 100,000 troops near the Ukrainian border, stoking
fear among the U.S. and its allies that Moscow may be planning an incursion against
Ukraine.

Russia has denied having such plans and has laid out a series of demands to justify
the military buildup, one of which is a vow not to admit Ukraine to NATO. The U.S.,
however, rejected Moscow's demands and has vowed to inflict severe consequences if
Russia invades Ukraine.

https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/turkeys-erdogan-says-russia-would-be-unwise-invade-ukraine-2022-01-26/
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Erdoğan told NTV that Turkey, which is a member of NATO, is "ready to do whatever
is necessary," and he said he relayed that message to Putin and Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky.

"I think both countries are aware of the sincerity and good intent of Turkey," he
added, according to Reuters.

Turkey has a good relationship with Russia and Ukraine but is against Moscow's
policies in Syria and Libya and opposes Russia's annexation of Crimea, Reuters
noted.

Turkey has worked with Russia for defense and energy purposes, but Ankara
reportedly irked Moscow when it sold sophisticated drones to Ukraine.

Erdoğan said the situation between Russia and Ukraine should be worked out by
"avoiding the use of force." "We hope the NATO initiative will be successful on this,"
he added.

Erdoğan said he will meet with Zelensky in Ukraine early next month to talk about the
situation, and that he will meet with or call Putin soon, according to Reuters.

Erdoğan's attempt to reconcile rising tensions in the region comes after he called for
an end to the "worrying escalation" at the border between Russia and Ukraine in
April.

He said Turkey was ready to supply "any support necessary" if the situation between
the two countries did not abate.

2021 đã té be bét như này, 2022 chắc chắn không qua khỏi
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Fearing a 'massacre,' Ukrainian Americans worry about family, friends as Russia
threatens invasion
Chelsey Cox - USA TODAY

Alex Brandon, AP

Alexander Volkov of Minneapolis was in Ukraine last month visiting anxious relatives
with his wife, Tanya, as a threatening throng of Russian troops were gathering at the
border.

Why Russia has thousands of troops at Ukraine's border and what could happen next
"They know that, well, if anything happened, it will be really brutal," the software
architect for a large health care company said, referring to family members.

"Because, you know, the more than hundred-thousand troops, heavy machines and all
(these) heavy weapons are being deployed. If they decide to (invade, it) will be
basically a massacre," he said.

For scores of Ukrainian Americans like Volkov, Russian President Vladimir Putin's
menacing maneuvers are more than geo-politics among world powers. They are
personal, involving not just the heritage of the nation they identify with, but also
family and friends who could be casualties of a one-sided war.

The impending threat against Ukraine by Putin could have global consequences
and cost the U.S. and North Atlantic Alliance countries millions in aid to protect the
vulnerable nation against Putin's intent to reestablish Russian dominance in the
region.

So far, Volkov supports the decision by President Joe Biden not to send U.S. troops.
More: Better trained, better equipped: What you should know about Russia and
Ukraine's militaries

"I think that there is an obligation (for the) United States as well as Britain to support
Ukraine as much as possible," said the 47-year-old immigrant from Kyiv, citing
the Budapest Memorandum. "But I believe that support should be more like, political,
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diplomatic, maybe equipment-wise and training. But not direct involvement with with
the troops on the territory of Ukraine at this point."

The Budapest Memorandum is a 1994 agreement between the U.S., Russia, the United
Kingdom and Ukraine to respect Ukraine's sovereignty and “to refrain from the
threat or use of force.” The agreement effectively convinced the Ukrainian
government to relinquish the world’s third largest nuclear arsenal at the time.

On another continent, Ukrainian Americans, confident in Ukraine's commitment to
fend off an invasion, still anxiously await the next move.
Over 1 million Ukrainian Americans live in the U.S., according to the 2019 U.S.
Census, and Ukrainians comprise 15% of the 30,000 total refugees who resettled in
the U.S. during former President Donald Trump's administration, according to The
Washington Post.

Most Ukrainian Americans live in the mid-Atlantic and Upper Midwest with a large
cluster on the west coast. New York, Pennsylvania and California have the largest
concentrations with more than 100,000 each, according to the Ukrainian National
Association Inc.

USA TODAY talked with members of the community about living with the looming
threat over Ukraine.
Some are wary of pledges from NATO and the U.S. to provide assistance, while others
feel President Joe Biden is taking the right steps in approaching the conflict. All are
worried about their families in Eastern Europe.

Biden on international aid to Ukraine
During his first press conference of the year, Biden said U.S. and NATO allies would
respond with "severe costs and significant harm on Russia and the Russian economy"
if Putin invades Ukraine.

But he added the response will depend on the extent of Russia's actions.
"It's one thing if it's a minor incursion and we end up having to fight about (what) we
have to do and not do," Biden said.

The statement riled Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy who later
tweeted: "We want to remind the great powers that there are no minor incursions and
small nations. Just as there are no minor casualties and little grief from the loss of
loved ones. I say this as the President of a great power."

Stefan Iwaskewycz, a Ukrainian American professional photographer and
bandleader, told USA TODAY that Russian intimidation is not just a "small threat."

"This is the largest country fully within Europe threatened by another country that is
seeking to limit the democratic rights of people," the Minneapolis native said.

The Russian government seeks to impede the spread of democracy, especially to
countries along its borders, according to Iwaskewycz.
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"Russia is trying its hardest to prevent democratic will, the freedom of choice, to
happen in each of those countries," he said. "If one country falls ... I do believe other
countries (will) as well."

"Throughout his time, either as president or prime minister in government – as
essentially the head of government in Russia – Putin has repeatedly questioned the
existence of Ukrainians as a people. He has repeatedly stated that Ukrainians and
Russians are the same people. He has repeatedly questioned the rights of the
Ukrainian state to exist or even the very existence of a legitimate Ukraine,"
Iwaskewycz said.

Efrem Lukatsky, AP Members of Ukraine's volunteer military units train in a city park
in Kyiv on Jan. 22, 2022.

Taras Rafa, a Ukrainian American and systems engineer living in Minneapolis, thinks
the U.S. government is moving in the right direction on the Ukrainian conflict, but too
slowly.

"This war has already started, but on the diplomatic front," he said. "Russia's Putin
seeks attention and needs to show people how 'big and important' his country is on
the international diplomatic arena."

Reaction to Biden not deploying U.S. troops
Biden has said the U.S. will likely not send troops to help defend Ukraine against a
Russian invasion, though the Pentagon has put 8,500 military servicemembers on
"heightened alert" and millions of dollars have already been spent to beef up the
country's military capabilities.

Marta Kelleher, president of the United Ukrainian Organizations of Ohio, said the
U.S. "has to lead with these preventative measures to avoid war.”

The organization, which represents the Ukrainian diaspora in Ohio, is advocating for
pre-invasion sanctions, such as against the Nord Stream 2 pipeline which could be

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2022/01/24/ukraine-russia-why-important-to-us/6567446001/
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used to leverage Russia because of its reliance on gas revenues for economic
development – to persuade the country to avoid further escalation.

“It’s a common interest and as expected their concerns are just as great as
Ukrainians because Ukraine has been the buffer between Russia and the countries
that flank Ukraine on the western side," Kelleher said.

"Their concern is that buffer will no longer be there.”

Alexei Alexandrov, APA woman walks with her dogs on the territory controlled by
pro-Russian militants near front-line with Ukrainian government forces in
Slavyanoserbsk, Luhansk region, eastern Ukraine, on Jan. 25, 2022.

A multi-sided approach is needed to sway Russia, said Iwaskewycz.
"My hope would be that there would be very strict financial sanctions on Russia, but
also the commitment of some significant degree of American and Western – even
NATO – military forces to support Ukraine," he said.

Ukrainians will fight back if necessary
Ukrainians facing the threat of an invasion from their more powerful
neighbor receive moral and financial support and prayers from their U.S. relatives.
Andy Fedynsky, director of the Ukrainian Museum Archives in Cleveland, has a
cousin who lives in western Ukraine. He said Ukrainians are protective of their
independence but calm in the face of escalating conflict because they have lived
through so much of it.

“People in Ukraine are ... resolute. They want to defend their independence, their
sovereignty. They’re relatively calm because they’ve lived through this for a decade
and more,” he said.



Fedynsky said there is “a great deal of apprehension here in the community” about
what is happening in Ukraine. Ukrainian Catholic churches in northeast Ohio
recently have had liturgies to pray for peace in the country.

“We’re gratified we don’t have to rely just on prayer but we have very strong support,”
the former Democratic congressional aide said.

Kelleher still has family in Ukraine, including an elderly aunt who lives in Donbass, a
conflict zone in eastern Ukraine where government forces have fought
Russian-backed separatists since 2014. Although her cousins have moved to the
unoccupied area of the region, they can't afford to leave the country.

“It’s stressful for them to live in because they’re constantly listening to the artillery
and the war that’s going on there even now," she said.

"It’s brought a lot of destruction to the house they live in and fear. It’s also caused
some of the younger people to see there’s absolutely no way to live a normal life.
They have moved."

The threat of an invasion from Russia has united Ukrainians, even those who are not
in the military, around defending their home, Kelleher said.

“You can sense that they’re going to fight for their country," she said.

Rafa, who stays in contact with family through video calls, says Ukrainians are
resilient, but that the conflict should be kept from escalating.

"The emphasis should not be on how would Ukrainians survive and fight back," he
said. "The emphasis (should) be that there is absolutely no way the new active war
shall be started in Europe in the 21st century. Period."

Sweden, Finland on edge as old anxieties grow over Russian expansionism
Shari Kulha - National Post

For several years, Russian President Vladimir Putin has been upgrading and testing
his country’s military arsenal, while badgering Ukraine and denying any plan to
expand into neighbouring territories of Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania.



National Post A view shows a warship of the Russian Navy during artillery fire drills
in the Baltic Sea, in this still image taken from video released Jan. 27, 2022.

But these countries are on tenterhooks. They have noted increasingly bold Russian
military movements — with heavier equipment — in wider and wider swaths.

Ukraine is currently on the world’s radar as it and its allies prepare for the
possibility of an incursion, but as much as Putin has his eyes on the Black Sea for its
access to the Mediterranean and the Atlantic, the Baltic Sea is also especially
convenient for him, as its easternmost bay laps on St. Petersburg’s doorstep.

The Baltic countries’ ports and shorelines are attractive targets for the Russian navy,
perhaps to augment its huge military port in Kaliningrad, a small but industrially
important Russian satellite province between Poland and Lithuania, which are both
NATO members.

Kaliningrad is home to a large Russian maritime base, putting Sweden on edge over
the security of its ancient defensive island of Gotland, which lies just 300 kilometres
north. As Louise Nordstrom pointedly notes in france24.com , “whoever controls
Gotland has free access to the Baltic countries.”

Several Russian warships recently moved into Baltic waters from Kaliningrad,
France24 reports, some of them coming unusually close to Sweden, but are reported
to have now departed.

Russia has also reputedly sent large drones over the country’s three nuclear power
plants and some airports, and its submarines have been detected plying the waters in
the Baltic.

https://www.france24.com/en/europe/20220125-the-russians-are-coming-sweden-on-edge-as-russia-flexes-military-muscle


The latest warship movements touched a nerve, and Sweden — a country of only 10
million — rapidly deployed soldiers and equipment to Gotland, and 10 days ago, the
Swedish intelligence agency Säkerhetspolisen said it had taken over the
investigation of the drone flights.

Russia may feel additionally emboldened to move east, as neither Finland nor Sweden
are NATO members. The two co-operate militarily, and are said to still be
considering joining the alliance — albeit not imminently — although Sweden’s
Foreign Minister Ann Linde and her Finnish counterpart Pekka Haavisto met on
Monday with NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg in Brussels to discuss their
“deepening partnership.”

In line with Ukraine’s stance on deciding its own NATO future, Finnish President
Sauli Niinistö told the European Council on Foreign Relations in his New
Year’s speech that “Finland’s room to manoeuvre and freedom of choice also include
the possibility of military alignment and of applying for NATO membership, should
we ourselves so decide.”

He reiterated that position when he called Russian President Vladimir Putin last week
to discuss European security.

Russia would be the main reason for Finland to join NATO, the European Council on
Foreign Relations’ Hanna Ojanen noted, while at the same time being the main
reason for it not to join.

Russia would be the only negative voice were Finland to apply for NATO membership,
but it would awaken old anxieties even though Finland’s foreign ministry in 2016
predicted an initial sharp Russian reaction followed by tacit acquiescence and
eventual acceptance.

Sweden and Finland have a long-standing apprehension of Russia, arising from
long-ago wars. For much of the 17th century, Sweden and Russia battled over control
of the Baltic, and Stockholm even supported Ukrainian opposition to Russian rule.

Russia wrested control of Finland from Sweden in 1809, ruling it until Finland
declared independence in 1917. The 1939 Winter War saw the small Nordic country
outwit the giant Russian army as it attempted to add territory to its western border.

The Cold War era in Finland’s border regions was particularly long and
nerve-wracking for residents, who feared another attack from its reviled neighbour at
any time.

https://www.sakerhetspolisen.se/ovrigt/pressrum/aktuellt/aktuellt/2022-01-17-forundersokning-tas-over-kring-dronare-vid-karnkraftverk.html
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ALEXEY NIKOLSKY/Sputnik/AFP via Getty Images Russian President Vladimir
Putin stands as he lays flowers at the Piskaryovskoye Memorial Cemetery to mark the
78th anniversary since Leningrad siege was lifted during the Second World War, in

Saint Petersburg, on Jan. 27, 2022.

Sightings of Russian submarines are considered almost par for the course in Sweden
and Finland, as they have occurred since the Second World War, during the Cold
War and occasionally in the years since.

Malin Rising, a Swedish journalist who grew up in the coastal town of Nynäshamn,
recalled the tensions. “I remember how my friends and I would climb up on the cliffs
and look out over the Baltic Sea to see if we could spot any (Russian) submarines,”
she told France24 about the 1980s. “That was just how we played back then,” she
said.

“I also remember people discussing where to find the nearest bomb shelter in case the
Russians came.”

Swedish Armed Forces/Handout via REUTERS Russian amphibious vessels are seen
from a plane as they enter the Baltic Sea Jan. 11, 2022.



As fears receded after the Cold War ended, in 2010 Sweden’s mandatory military
conscription program was put on ice. But a short seven years later, after Russia
annexed the Crimean Peninsula and military activity increased near Sweden, the
program was revived, and the government also began investing heavily in Gotland’s
military presence to bolster national and regional defences.

Should Russia attempt an attack on Baltic NATO countries, the alliance’s members
would be obligated to come to their defence.
France24 spoke with an area expert on the issue.

“To help its allies, the Americans would have to send jets over — fast — and fly over
the Baltic Sea,” said Magnus Christiansson, a researcher in military strategy at the
Swedish Defence University.

“But if the Russians gained control of Gotland, they could use anti-aircraft missiles
and coastal robots, making it extremely difficult for the Americans to reach and
defend the Baltics.”

Christiansson said a Russian takeover of the Baltic states would be devastating for
the world order. “It would totally crush NATO’s credibility, there would be nothing
left of it, seeing as it is built on Article 5, ‘All for one, one for all’,” he said.

But he also added that if the Russians were behind the reported drone flights, it would
most likely have been an attempt to intimidate the Swedes. “This is a just a really
cheap way to get someone out of balance. It’s psychological.”

China Backs Russia in Strongest Display Yet of Support Over Ukraine
Jon Jackson - Newsweek

ANGELOS TZORTZINIS/AFP via Getty Images

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi has called for restraint in the Ukraine crisis while
also asserting that the U.S. should be more mindful of Russia's security concerns.



Wang made the comments during a telephone call late Wednesday—Thursday in
Beijing—with Secretary of State Antony Blinken. His remarks represent China's
strongest public statement of support yet for Russia's involvement in Ukraine.

Beijing's statement following the conversation quoted Wang as telling Blinken that
"Russia's reasonable security concerns should be taken seriously and resolved."

Russia has reportedly placed an estimated 100,000 troops along its borders with
Ukraine in recent months, causing concern about a possible attack. The Kremlin has
demanded that NATO deny membership to Ukraine and other ex-Soviet countries, but
NATO and the U.S. have rejected that stipulation.

The Biden administration has also urged U.S. citizens to leave Ukraine as tensions
have escalated in recent weeks between the Eastern European country and Russia.
While the specter of conflict becomes greater, Wang urged all concerned countries
not to act irrationally during his talk with Blinken.

"We call on all parties to remain calm and refrain from doing things that agitate
tension and hype up the crisis," Wang said in the statement, according to Reuters.
Blinken, meanwhile, reportedly called for Russia to soften its threatening stance.

"Secretary Blinken underscored the global security and economic risks posed by
further Russian aggression against Ukraine and conveyed that de-escalation and
diplomacy are the responsible way forward," the State Department said in a
statement posted online after the phone call.

During the conversation, Wang brought up the possibility of forging a new Minsk
Agreement. The accord, also known as the Minsk Protocol, was a peace plan signed
in 2014 and 2015 that brought a cease-fire to a separatist war involving Russian
speakers in eastern Ukraine.

"To resolve the Ukrainian issue, we still need to return to the new Minsk
Agreement—the starting point," Wang said.

"The new Minsk Agreement, which was approved by the Security Council, is a
fundamental political document recognized by all parties and should be effectively
implemented," he continued. "As long as efforts are made in line with the direction
and spirit of the agreement, China will support them."

Blinken has also recently called on Russia and Ukraine to return to the dialogue of
the Minsk Agreement, calling it "the most promising avenue for diplomacy" during a
December news conference.

Russia warns Australia against getting involved in Ukraine standoff
Michael Pickering - Daily Mail Australia
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Russia's ambassador to Australia has warned his host country against
backing Ukraine in its military stand-off with its larger neighbour, saying such
western support risked sparking a war.

In a rare media conference on Friday, Alexey Pavlovsky said it was western nations
and not Russia that was pushing for a conflict and that Moscow's decision to mass
100,000 troops on the border was not aggressive.

'When the western countries now, including Australia, are expressing their support,
either verbally or in material terms, or by sending arms to Ukraine, they embolden
Kyiv to continue their line of sabotage,' Mr Pavolvsky said.

'We think that such expressions of support are very dangerous because they lead to
provocations, they lead to war.'

The ambassador challenged claims by Australian reporters that Russia's gathering of
troops and military hardware on its border with Ukraine meant war was imminent.

'Our troops are not a threat, they are a warning to Ukraine not to try any reckless
military adventures, not to interpret the support they have from the West as carte
blanche to do such crazy things,' Mr Pavlovsky said.

The roots of the current standoff go back to 2014 when a U.S.-backed protest
movement within Ukraine escalated to the point that the Russia-friendly elected
president was ousted from power and a new government installed.

Russia then reacted by annexing the Crimea region of Ukraine - home to Russia's
Black Sea naval fleet - and also the Donbass region in the southeast of the country
which was mainly inhabited by Russian speakers loyal to Moscow.

An uneasy ceasefire has existed over recent years, but tensions heightened in 2021
when the NATO western military alliance held war games in Ukraine, preparing for
conflict with Russia.

Russia responded by moving troops and military ordnance to the border, clearly
indicating what would await Ukraine if NATO went ahead with plans to admit the
country as a member.

Mr Pavlovsky said putting Russian troops along the border was the country's
sovereign right.

'There's no aggression because our troops are on our territory. OK? Is that OK?,' he
said.

Gallery: Tensions high as Russian military forces gather near Ukraine border (USA
TODAY)

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/russia/index.html
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ANATOLII STEPANOV, AFP via Getty Images A Ukrainian Military Forces
serviceman walks in the village of Pesli, in the eastern Ukraine self-proclaimed
Donetsk People's Republic (DPR), close to the front-line with Russia-backed

separatists on Jan. 25,2022.

'Every state has every right to place troops on its territory wherever and whenever it
wishes. It's a sovereign right.'

Mr Pavolvsky said he was holding the press conference to correct a 'Batman versus
Joker' version of events he believed Australians were receiving.

Daily Mail Russia's ambassador to Australia Alexey Pavlovsky told local reporters
that his country's build up of troops along the border with Ukraine was a 'warning',

not an 'act of aggression'



In a wide-ranging address, in which he quoted John Lennon and mentioned how
Australia had been lured into supporting the invasion of Iraq on a 'fake pretext' of the
non-existent weapons of mass destruction, Mr Pavolvsky said it was the U.S. that was
precipitating this security crisis.

Mr Pavlovsky recounted how senior US state department official Victoria Nuland was
caught on phone recordings organizing the ousting of Ukraine's President Viktor
Yanukovych in 2013 and installing a pro-western government.

'Who was it - who was that US official?' Mr Pavlovsky asked the assembled reporters.
'Nuland. Yes, it was Victoria Nuland.'

'Nuland was giving (protesters) biscuits, the US was pressurizing Yanukovych not to
use force against the protesters.'

Victoria Nuland is now Under-Secretary of State in the Biden administration.

Russian leader Vladimir Putin has claimed Russia does not plan to invade Ukraine -
ambassador Pavlovsky said Russia was concerned about ethnic cleansing in the
Donbass region in the south-east of the country.

'We as a responsible people could not afford having Donbass suppressed militarily by
the Ukrainian government,' he claimed. 'We cannot afford ethnic cleansing just
across our border.'

Diplomatic talks have taken place without a breakthrough but both the US-led NATO
military alliance and Russia have kept the door open to further dialogue.

The US has asked the United Nations Security Council to meet next Monday to
discuss Russia's 'threatening behavior' against Ukraine and its troop build-up.

Daily Mail A Russian serviceman holds his machine gun position on the front line
near the village of Spartak.



Australia Just Exported Its First Batch of Fuel That Doesn't Emit CO2. There's
Just One Catch
Amy Gunia - The Times

Carla Gottgens/Bloomberg via Getty Images

When the 380-foot-long Suiso Frontier set sail from Australia on Friday, bound for
Japan with liquid hydrogen in its insulated hold, it marked the first time that liquified
hydrogen has been transported by sea to an international market, according to
project participants.

Experts say that it’s an important milestone for hydrogen—a fuel that several major
economies have pinned their hopes on to help them de-carbonize. It proves that the
supply chain works, they argue, and will kick off international trade in the commodity.

“Australia’s first hydrogen liquefaction facility and ship loading terminal, the world’s
first liquid hydrogen carrier ship, and a hydrogen unloading and storage facility in
Kobe, Japan,” have been developed so far, says Jeremy Stone, a non-executive
director of J-Power.

The Japanese utility company runs a hydrogen-producing facility in the Latrobe
Valley in the Australian state of Victoria. “We’ve proven a lot of things that pretty
much all hydrogen projects can utilize,” he tells TIME.

But there’s one catch: the project uses brown coal (also called “lignite”), a
high-emitting energy source, to produce the hydrogen. In fact, almost all of the
hydrogen used today is made from fossil fuels.

Developing “green” hydrogen, produced when renewable energy (like wind and solar
power) powers an electrolyzer to split water into hydrogen and oxygen, is a key
priority for places like the U.S., China, the E.U., Japan and South Korea. But green
hydrogen isn’t commercially viable yet.

https://www.iea.org/reports/global-hydrogen-review-2021/executive-summary


The Hydrogen Energy Supply Chain (HESC) project, which has been funded by the
Australian and Japanese governments, produced the hydrogen being shipped to
Japan from lignite and biomass at a newly constructed gasification plant.

It was then trucked to a liquefaction facility in the port of Hastings, where it was
cooled to -253°C, liquifying it to less than 800 times its gaseous volume. Then it was
loaded onto the specially-designed ship—with a vacuum-insulated, double-shell
storage tank, reminiscent of a gigantic coffee thermos—built by Japan’s Kawasaki
Heavy Industries.

Francois Aguey-Zinsou, a professor at the University of Sydney who is an expert on
hydrogen technology, says there are several technical challenges in shipping liquid
hydrogen—like needing a very well insulated vessel to keep the hydrogen at the right
temperature, with a low leakage rate, so it doesn’t escape.

Some of the hydrogen will need to be vented so the pressure in the vessel doesn’t
cause it to burst. Then there’s the loading and unloading. “How do you refill a boat
with liquid hydrogen? You can’t pump hydrogen at -253°C. There are no pumps to do
that at the scale required for shipping or to refill a ship in an effective manner,” he
says.

Eventually, the plan is for the emissions from burning coal in the Latrobe Valley
facility to be collected via a process known as carbon capture and storage (CCS)—a
technology that some climate experts have criticized as an expensive, far-fetched pipe
dream. If that works, the project could help reduce global emissions by 1.8 million
metric tons per year—about the same as taking 350,000 cars off the road, according
to participants.

For now, the HESC is in its pilot phase, and the developers are buying carbon credits
to offset the emissions it produces until the CCS phase starts operating. They plan to
continue research and development to increase the amount of hydrogen that can be
exported, and to run more test shipments.

The project also needs to obtain some regulatory approvals, find buyers for the
hydrogen it produces, investigate business model options and improve the technology
it uses to reduce costs. Commercial operations are expected to start sometime in the
2030s. If they go well, there are plans to link up with the CarbonNet CCS project.

Currently under development, CarbonNet would capture emissions from burning coal,
compress them and store them deep under the Bass Strait, which separates mainland
Australia and Tasmania.

The potential of the HESC project
How green hydrogen could be fuel of future for heavy transport in New Zealand
As countries attempt to reduce their carbon emissions in order to meet global climate
goals, hydrogen is increasingly becoming an important fuel source.

At least 17 governments have released hydrogen strategies, according to the
International Energy Agency (IEA), and the International Renewable Energy Agency
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(IRENA). The Abu-Dhabi based intergovernmental organization recently published a
report that found hydrogen could cover up to 12% of global energy use by 2050.

Experts say that the shipment of liquid hydrogen is an important milestone for
hydrogen technology. Although others are working on ways to transport hydrogen
and it has been shipped in other forms, this is the first time that “pure” hydrogen has
been shipped. “Nobody has done that at scale before,” says Aguey-Zinsou.

”It’s a big deal. Obviously it is [currently] not economically viable, obviously there
are a lot of technical challenges, but what HSEC is doing is actually creating the
market,” he says.

Clean energy advocates want to see Australia transform itself from a top coal and
liquified natural gas (LNG) exporter into a renewable energy superpower, and they
hope that Australia will use its sunny skies and windswept coastlines to generate
renewable energy that can produce green hydrogen.

The country is aiming to become a major player” in global hydrogen production
and trade by 2030, and it is one of the best placed in the world to become a leading
clean hydrogen producer, according to an IRENA report.

Japan is already Australia’s biggest buyer of LNG and coal and, as Japan looks to
de-carbonize, HESC project participants say that it’s important for Australia to show
it can step up to supply new energy exports. The country needs to make sure it’s
competitive and reliable, as other countries may be vying for the same hydrogen
supply chains, Stone says.

Hydrogen is especially important for Japan, which currently relies on imported fossil
fuels for almost 90% of its energy needs. It was the first country in the world to
release a national hydrogen strategy in 2017 and—given the backlash against
nuclear fuel in the wake of the 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster—plans to use
hydrogen for electricity generation, steel-making and petrochemical production. It
wants to have 200,000 fuel-cell vehicles, which are powered by hydrogen, on the road
by 2025.

Read More: Climate Experts Say Vacuuming CO2 From the Sky Is a Costly
Boondoggle. The U.S. Government Just Funded It Anyway
Japan played a pivotal role in the use of LNG by opting to import the fuel more than
50 years ago, with Kawasaki Heavy Industries becoming a major LNG tanker
producer. Now, government authorities and the company appear to be partnering up
on a similar plan for hydrogen.
Japan is positioning itself to “control key components of the hydrogen economy,”
says Aguey-Zinsou. “They see the potential market growth and economic benefit.
Beyond just importing hydrogen from Australia, you have all the technology behind
that, all the various parts, bits and pieces that are needed to make that economy
happen. It’s like Taiwan and the control of [semiconductor] chips.”
Environmental misgivings about liquid hydrogen
Not everyone believes the HESC project is the climate-friendly endeavor it purports to
be. Critics note that it relies on unproven CCS technology, and argue that it will
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create new uses for fossil fuels at a time when the world should be transitioning away
from them.

Although the IEA says that it will be virtually impossible” to reach net zero without
using CCS technology, some climate experts say CCS will never be affordable
enough to make it an effective tool to reduce emissions.

“There is a school of thought that says that climate change is such an urgent problem
that we need to throw every available option at it including things like fossil-fuel
derived hydrogen,” says Tim Baxter, a senior researcher at the Climate Council.

“The counterpoint is that climate change is such an urgent problem that we can’t
afford to waste time by beginning a new fossil fuel industry.” Stone says that even if
people don’t agree with their approach, the infrastructure they build can be used to
transport green hydrogen in the future.

But some climate experts disapprove of Australia’s hydrogen plans more broadly,
regardless of any future plans to make the production of the fuel a zero-emissions
endeavor. According to an analysis by the Center for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS) think-tank, the Australian government’s hydrogen strategy is “more
focused on economic goals than it is on climate goals.”

The country has certainly dragged its feet on climate action, and has faced criticism
for its refusal to shift away from coal and gas. “Zero-emissions hydrogen [produced
from renewable energy] represents a really, really significant opportunity for
Australia,” says Baxter.

“Unfortunately, the Australian government—in its dash for hydrogen—is sort of
taking an approach that all hydrogen is a good thing.”
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